
Resolution to Endorse the Medicare For All Act of 2022 - A Summary of SNaHP’s Position
1. What are the issues in our current healthcare system that Medicare For All seeks to address?

a. Americans are spending way more on healthcare, while receiving far worse health
outcomes compared to other OECD nations

i. US has the worst: Life expectancy, Infant/Maternal Mortality, & “Deaths amenable
to health care” rate (→ highest rate of avoidable deaths)

b. The frailty of our private health insurance market has direct harm on Americans
i. Over ⅔ of all bankruptcies in the US are due to medical debt (highest cause!)

ii. 25% to 52% of Americans have avoided care or rationed drugs due to costs,
leading to worse health outcomes and more expensive interventions later on

iii. ~40,000 Americans die every year due to being uninsured or underinsured
iv. Over 140,000 deaths from COVID could have been prevented with adequate health

care coverage

2. What will the Medicare For All bill actually do?
a. Makes Medicare better (eliminates cost-sharing & expands coverage to all medically

necessary care) and provides it for everyone.
b. Funded by: modest tax on Wall Street & a progressive income tax where a vast majority of

Americans save money in comparison to what they pay now.
c. Implements a universal, comprehensive public health insurance program w/ a 4 year rollout



i. Automatically enrolls children and newborns into program
ii. Creates a temporary Medicare-Buy-In and Public Option program

iii. Improves Medicare for the 4-year transition period by:
1. Caps out-of-pocket expenses: $1,500 Co-Insurance, $305 Prescription, $0

Deductibles
2. Improves access: Dental/Vision/Hearing Services & Enrolls people w/

disabilities
iv. Provides 5 years of complete worker assistance to health insurance workers

d. Drastically reduces out-of-pocket expenses for patients, after the transition period
i. Eliminates Co-Payments, Co-Insurance, Premiums, and Deductibles

ii. $200 cap for out-of-pocket payments on prescription drugs

3. FAQs about Medicare For All: Finances
a. “Can we afford Medicare For All? Doesn’t it cost $30+ trillion over 10 years?”

i. A recent study by Yale epidemiologists found that Medicare for All would save
around 68,000 lives a year while reducing U.S. health care spending by around
13%, or $450 billion a year.

ii. The biggest sources of savings are simplified billing, removing the excessive health
insurance profit margin, and lower drug costs.

iii. Nearly every other study done on single-payer shows it saves money, while
providing universal coverage! We can’t afford our current system!

b. “Americans won’t support a plan that increases taxes.”
i. Compared to what Americans pay now on health care, ~80% of Americans would

spend less under Medicare for all!

ii. We expect every income group would actually have more savings under Med4All,
as this study (table on the right) did not account for a Wall Street transaction tax.

4. FAQs about Medicare For All: Operational Concerns
a. “Wouldn’t doctors & hospitals get paid less and leave the US or go out of business?”

i. This argument is based on the assumption that current Medicare reimbursement
rates would carry over into Med-4-All. This is not the case.



ii. The CBO estimated that providers’ total revenues would be at least 5% to 9%
higher under Medicare for All than without reform! This is for a few reasons:

1. Higher healthcare utilization with zero unpaid bills or outstanding debt
2. Streamlined billing & freeing up ~5% of doctors’ work hours spent on billing

b. “Universal healthcare means rationed care & long wait times.”
i. Other countries that have universal health care have HIGHER patient engagement.

ii. We ration care now: 25% to 52% of Americans have avoided care due to costs

5. FAQs about Medicare For All: Emphasizing Need for Universal Program
a. “Why can’t we strengthen the ACA or use a Public Option, instead?”

i. Any means-tested policy that is not
universal, is absolutely going to be
gutted by future legislative bodies or
presidents. They will cut funding and
make the policy weaker until it is
unfavorable enough to get overturned.

ii. Universal programs are far more
popular and supported by democratic,
republican, and independent voters,
compared to non-universal programs.

b. “What about undocumented residents of the US? Couldn’t people travel here just to
take advantage of our healthcare system?”

i. To clarify: Medicare For All would cover all residents of the US, including
undocumented workers and people here on a student or work Visa.

1. This has been accounted for in every study that estimates the cost of
Medicare For All, and the costs are still way cheaper.

ii. The Secretary of Health and Human Services is responsible for setting a rule that
holds people accountable and have them pay out-of-pocket expenses for their care,
if they solely travel to the US for health care services.

1. People who visit here and experience a medical emergency would, in theory,
receive care without paying out-of-pocket expenses.


